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MASTERING EQUIPMENT 

George Szell (born June 7, 1897, Budapest, Hung., 
Austria-Hungarydied July 30, 1970, Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.) 
Hungarian-born U.S. conductor. He made his debut as a 
pianist at age 11, and before his 20th birthday he had 
appeared with the Berlin Philharmonic as pianist, conductor, 
and composer. He established himself as an opera conductor 
in various German cities, including Berlin  and Prague . 
When World War II broke out, he settled in the U.S., 
conducting at the Metropolitan Opera  and then serving as 
musical director of the Cleveland Orchestra . There he 
imposed stern discipline but won his players' devotion by his 
own �erce dedication. Under his direction the orchestra 
became known for its precision in playing and was considered one of the world's �nest.

24bit/192khz Resolution



Sergei Proko�ev composed his First Piano Concerto in 1912 as a competition piece, 
convinced that the jury could not judge if he were playing its one-movement 
bravura correctly. He won the competition, the jury reluctant but compelled to 
grant the �rebrand his due. The famous Third Concerto (1921) had a famous 
performance in Chicago by the composer and the orchestra under the direction of 
Frederick Stock. Each concerto demands resilience, stamina, and athleticism, as 
well as a lyric sense of the Russian soul. 
Gary Gra�man b. 1928) was, after the ominous presence of Eugene Istomin, one of 
the most prominent American pianists who lighted the musical horizon of the 
second half of the Century, the list included obviously to Leon Fleisher, Julius 
Katchen, Lincoln Mayorga, Van Cliburn, John Browning, Lorin Hollander and 
Leonard Pennario. His nervous playing was still even broader than that of Byron 
Janis, though with a visible inclination to the Slavic repertoire. Gra�man’s steeled 
�ngering, thundering temperament and leonine percussive tone allowed him to 
play without apparent e�ort the most exigent pages of the repertoire. This is 
possibly one of the most intense and passionate register that I have ever heard 
about Proko�ev's Third Piano Concerto. Accurateness, incandescence, Slavic 
exuberance, wild lyricism and �erce precision are some of the most relevant 
characteristics of this recording.

Without a doubt this is one of the best performances of these two Proko�ev 
concertos. Gra�man is so precise and so articulate, all the while imparting the 
emotion that Proko�ev demands. Once again, Szell is dead on with the accompa-
niment. It is rare that Szell ever produced anything but excellence with the 
Cleveland Orchestra and these performances are no exceptions. The piano and 
orchestra integrate beautifully without one ever overpowering the other. Record-
ed in 1963 and 66, these performances have held up extremely well. The instru-
ments are sharp and clear. The stereo separation is wide and natural. 
In these vintage Sixties recordings Gary Gra�man and George Szell exemplify what 
they stood for as performers: discipline, precision, clean lines, transparent 
textures. Proko�ev's brittle, often ironic idiom, which melted at moments into 
sweet, sentimental lyricism, suits their approach well. Szell is in perfect sympathy, 
giving an display of absolute orchestral precision saved from coldness by his 
delicate touch and the lovely colors that the Cleveland musicians produce. Of any 
performance I've ever heard, this one sounds the most coordinated in achieving 
perfect transparency.
This rendition of Piano Sonata No.3 in A Minor “From Old Notebooks” is absolutely 
brilliant, in my opinion, only to conclude that the recording engineers must have 
arti�cially sped it up somehow--Gra�man is amazing.



 Please Note:  In the interest of preserving the superb sound quality of these historic recordings, they have been preserved in 
their original,  pristine state for maximum �delity. Transferred from commercially released, analog reel-to-reel tapes (some of 

which are more than 50 years old), the recordings themselves can be subject to certain "artifacts" which are an inseparable part 
of the original analog recording process, such as tape "hiss" or other defects, and these may be audible on certain music tracks.  

 Because your CD or DVD-A was individually "burned" in order to realize superior sound quality to stamped, mass-produced 
versions, microscopic cosmetic blemishes may be visible. Please regard these tiny marks as  evidence of the "human touch" in 
the care and individual attention that each and every HDTT disc receives during its very demanding  manufacturing process.

For more info e-mail us:
admin@highdeftapetransfers.com

or visit our website:
www.highdeftapetransfers.com
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PROKOFIEV PIANO CONCERTOS NOS. 1 AND 3 / GARY GRAFFMAN / GEORGE SZELL THE CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA

Piano Concerto No. 3
1st movement 
 2nd movement 
 3rd movement 
Piano Concerto No. 1
Piano Sonata No. 3  
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